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Windows Communication Foundation 3.5 Unleashed (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2008

	Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) is Microsoft’s dynamic technology for allowing autonomous software to communicate. Superseding earlier technologies such as COM/DCOM, .NET Remoting, ASP.NET Web Services, and the Web Services Enhancements for .NET, WCF provides a single solution that is designed to always be...
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Introduction to JavaScript Object Notation: A To-the-Point Guide to JSONO'Reilly, 2015

	
		What is JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) and how can you put it to work? This concise guide helps busy IT professionals get up and running quickly with this popular data interchange format, and provides a deep understanding of how JSON works. Author Lindsay Bassett begins with an overview of JSON syntax, data types, formatting, and...
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Java for Absolute Beginners: Learn to Program the Fundamentals the Java 9+ WayApress, 2018

	
		Write your first code in Java using simple, step-by-step examples that model real-word objects and events, making learning easy. With this book you’ll be able to pick up the concepts without fuss. Java for Absolute Beginners teaches Java development in language anyone can understand, giving you the best possible start....
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Xamarin Mobile Application Development for Android (Community Experience Distilled)Packt Publishing, 2014

	Get up to speed with mobile computing with this step-by-step guide to developing and testing an Android app using C# and Xamarin. From first principles to distribution, everything you need is here.


	Overview

	
		Gain an understanding of both the Android and Xamarin platforms
	
		Build a working...
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Google Web Toolkit for AjaxO'Reilly, 2007
The Google Web Toolkit (GWT) is a nifty framework that Java programmers can use to create Ajax applications. The GWT allows you to create an Ajax application in your favorite IDE, such as IntelliJ IDEA or Eclipse, using paradigms and mechanisms similar to programming a Java Swing application. After you code the application in...
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Appcelerator Titanium Smartphone App Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	Over 80 recipes for creating native mobile applications specifically for iPhone and Android smartphones – no Objective-C or Java required with this book and ebook


	Overview

	
		Leverage your JavaScript skills to write mobile applications using Titanium Studio tools with the native advantage!
	...
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Ajax on JavaO'Reilly, 2007
This practical guide shows you how to make your Java web applications more responsive and dynamic by incorporating new Ajaxian features, including suggestion lists, drag-and-drop, and more. Java developers can choose between many different ways of incorporating Ajax, from building JavaScript into your applications "by hand" to using...
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Rust Standard Library Cookbook: Over 75 recipes to leverage the power of RustPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Explore the Rust Standard library and compose algorithms with minimal dependency on external libraries

	
		Key Features

		
			Develop high-quality, fast, and portable applications by leveraging the power of Rust's Standard library.
	
			Practical recipes that will help you work with...
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Google Web Toolkit ApplicationsPrentice Hall, 2007
Accelerate and Simplify Ajax Development with Google Web Toolkit



Get the edge you need to deliver exceptional user experiences with Google™ Web Toolkit Applications, a guidebook that provides web developers with core information and...
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Learning iOS Programming: From Xcode to App StoreO'Reilly, 2013

	
		The arrival of the iPhone changed everything. Or, at the very least, it changed the direction
	
		of software development for mobile platforms, which is a pretty big thing. It has
	
		spawned an entire generation of copycat devices and brought an entire multibilliondollar
	
		industry to its knees. Despite this, it still fits in...
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jQuery Mobile CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	Over 80 recipes with examples and practical tips to help you quickly learn and develop cross-platform applications with jQuery Mobile


	Overview

	
		Create applications that use custom animations and use various techniques to improve application performance
	
		Use and customize the various controls...
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Expert ASP.NET Web API 2 for MVC DevelopersApress, 2014

	Web API 2 is the latest evolution of Microsoft's web services toolkit, which allows the creation of RESTful applications built on the ASP.NET platform. It provides a standards-based approach and a high-productivity development model that makes it easy to deliver services to a wide-range of clients, including mobile devices.

...
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